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The name of the package: hotspotshield.android.vpn Version: 7.9.0 (70900) File size: 22.6 MB Updated: September 13, 2020 Minimum version Android: Android 5.0 (Lollipop, Lollipop, API 21) MD5: c36438c847bbaac1b02e82b67ab6e428 SHA1:
e00cda9047afb944a1e001d7b20b5c8e508b5ad We are always working to improve Hotspot Shield with bug fixes and optimization. Whenever we add amazing new features, we'll let you know! Mask your online identity and access to blocked apps and sites with Hotspot Shield while keeping
your mobile activities anonymous, private and secure! Hotspot Shield VPN Proxy is the most reliable security, privacy and access platform with high performance in terms of speed, stability and security. Hotspot Shield gives you true online freedom - bypassing geo-restrictions and
accessing world content from anywhere in the world, just at the touch of a button. ⇨ Why Hotspot Shield - unlocking geo-limited content: encrypt all traffic and get access to global media, videos, messages or social apps and networks. Protect all online activities: Hide your IP address, ID
and location from trackers and enjoy maximum privacy and security. FREE or UNLIMITED: Use basic features for free (forever), or just go to Elite for unlimited features! Unprecedented VPN performance: our own servers provide the fastest VPN speed, the most stable and secure
connections. Biggest VPN Coverage: Powered by Aura, Hotspot Shield offers VPN coverage from 20 countries including the US, UK, JP, IN, AU, CA, CN, and more! No Logs Kept: Hotspot Shield does not track or store its users' logs or activities. Your security and privacy are guaranteed!
Best Customer Support: Any questions or suggestions, just shoot an email support@hsselite.com. Satisfaction is guaranteed! Trusted Millions: Hotspot Shield Free VPN Proxy has been installed more than 400 million times and has been featured on Forbes, CNET, CNN and the New York
Times. Malware and phishing protection: Hotspot Shield includes embedded malware and anti-phishing protection to help avoid malicious software and sites. Just connect to a VPN, and Hotspot Shield will actively protect and alert you if you visit a suspicious site. ⇨ How Hotspot Shield runs
Hotspot Shield VPN Proxy provides a secure and secure connection through an encrypted channel between your device and your target website using Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology. Hotspot Shield hides your real IP address to anonymize your device, so your online activities
can't be tracked by anyone and you get access to limited websites, even behind firewalls. Hotspot Shield VPN Proxy is a freemium product that's designed for everyone - whether you're looking for a free version with basic unlock and privacy features, or a premium version with an add-on. -
Hotspot Shield VPN VPN The version allows you to unlock and access all U.S. content from your favorite apps or websites. The free version contains limited advertising. Hotspot Shield VPN Premium (automatic subscription option) offers truly unlimited access from 115 virtual locations,
including the US, UK, JP, IN, AU, CA, CN, TR, UA and without any ad breaks. Premium accounts support up to five devices, whether it's a smartphone, tablet, laptop or PC. You can choose a 7-day free trial of Premium features before you decide to subscribe to a monthly or annual
subscription. Premium VPN Prices: 1 month subscription - $12.99/month Annual Subscription - $7.99/month (save 38%)Follow us on... Google: HotspotShieldFacebook: Twitter: @HotspotShield Support: Site: About VPN Technology: © 2020 Aura, Inc. All rights protected 1 7.7.0 22.63MB 1
7.6.1 13.24MB 1 7.4.3 10.48MB 1 7.4.0 19.87MB 1 7.3.3.2 2 18.0 1MB 1 7.3.1 18MB 1 7.3.0 18.11MB 1 7.2.0 17.71MB 1 7.0.2 17.45MB There are many reasons for you, to choose a secure version of the VPN for your smartphone while participating in an online activity. However, Hotspot
Shield has about a dozen reasons to choose it as one of the most trusted companions. First, it's from an app publisher specializing in protecting today's smart devices. In this way, users can rely on their experience in the industry. This is a series of products that are related to each other,
and if users want to use the whole set, they can be found right on Google Play. All of them are very popular with more than 10 million downloads. The hot shield is up to 50 million. The best VPN Proxies and Wi-Fi Security App Users around the world can immediately activate powerful app
features to hide their online identity and access apps and websites without fear that they will be the bad guys to break in and watch. This allows users to freely use the social networks they have and not to worry about being exposed to personal information. All your online activities are
protected by the most advanced methods available today. Your IP address will be hidden, your identity and location will not appear on any tracker, and your privacy and security features will allow you to share multiple accounts without fear of being confused. More than 2,500 fast VPN
servers in 50 countries, your traffic is encrypted, so it has access to global networks and apps and social networks, regardless of your country. You probably already know that if you want to go to Google in some countries, it banned and replaced by a local network, or even Facebook and
Instagram share the same fate. So Hotspot Shield will be a great partner so you can connect with the world It's easy. In fact, some apps can do this that you can easily find on Google Play. But this is one of the most popular names because of its unprecedented VPN performance. A set of
users can access their own servers located around the world to reach the fastest speeds, the most stable and the safest connection. Thanks to this, there are many stations around the world. Thus, this app reaches the widest OHVATA VPN from 20 or more countries including the US, UK,
Japan, India, Australia, Canada, China and many other places. Not to mention Hotspot Shield is a totally free app released for everyone in the world to use. The main features I mentioned above are unlocked for free and permanently. If you want to use it at an unlimited level, you can buy
luxury packages with very little money to maintain. It's really with the money that you spend to unlock. Finally, this app does not store cookies or logs for the duration of their functions. This means that users are safe even for this app publisher. Now you're ready to download Hotspot Shield
for free. Here are some notes: Please check out our guide to installation. To check the processor and GPU Android device, please use the USK CPU app: All agesContains AdsOffers in the purchase appIt is 100% Free and unlimited version of Hotspot VP Shieldn Proxy and has basic
features. If you need a full version of Hotspot Shield for wider server coverage, please download here: Free VPN - Hotspot Shield Basic, you can:⇨ unlock and access all websites and apps without worrying about geo-restrictions. It also makes your online activities completely private,
anonymous and secure. ⇨ to remain private and anonymous online, preventing anyone from tracking your online activities.⇨ get protected from hackers and spies on public WiFi connections. Highlights of the free VPN - Hotspot Shield Basic for your Android: FREE: 100% free. No credit
card information or sign up is necessary. There are no session, speed or bandwidth restrictions. Simple: Unlock the world at the touch of a Connect button. Privacy: We don't enter user activity logs. You are completely anonymous with Hotspot Shield. Security: Our military- SSL encryption
level will make you completely anonymous and secure. Performance: We fully own all VPN servers to provide fast VPN speeds, and the most stable secured connections.------------------------------------------- Why free VPN - Hotspot Basic ShieldFree VPN - Shield Basic is 100% free, limitless,
protected and super easy to use. With a free VPN - Hotspot Shield Basic you can: ⇨ any website in any country. Bypass geo-restrictions to unlock any website wherever you are! Dodge firewalls to unlock social networking sites, video streaming services and bypass them ⇨ protect your
data from hackers. When you connect to a public Wi-Fi hotspot, your name, passwords, and personal information can be easily compromised. Free VPN - Hotspot Shield Basic encrypts your data and provides you with banking level security for better protection.⇨ Enjoy complete anonymity
- hide your IP address, identity and location from websites and online trackers.⇨ Free VPN - Hotspot Shield Basic - is a one-time VPN proxy service. HSS contains only one button. The button connects you to one of the many anonymous servers at a faster rate than a web proxy. ⇨ surfing
the internet anonymously. Avoid surveillance by your ISP and prevent websites from tracking ads and targeting. Free VPN - Hotspot Shield Basic changes your IP address so your online identification is anonymous and your online activity is not available to prying eyes and businesses.
Working for AnchorfreeAnchorFree is a private venture capital firm based in Silicon Valley. The company's mission is to ensure safe access to world information. Anchorfree believes in placing consumers in control over their personal information online. Anchorfree provides millions of users
with online security, privacy and access through its most popular hotspot, Hotspot Shield. By channeling all web activities through a personal virtual private network, Hotspot Shield creates a personal secure tunnel for each user and allows the user to online activities, sites visited, search
and personal information to always stay secret. Site: VPN hotspot shield vpn proxy wifi apk. hotspot shield vpn proxy wifi security apk. hotspot shield vpn proxy wifi apk full version. hotspot shield free vpn proxy & wifi security pro apk. hotspot shield vpn proxy wifi pro apk. apk hotspot shield
gratis vpn proxy & keamanan wifi. hotspot shield free vpn proxy & wifi security apkpure. hotspot shield gratuit vpn proxy & sécurité wifi apk
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